
10, June 2010

Dear reader,

How does one express themselves through their writing without using the word

"I" or "my"? In my English 11 Regents class this year,I found myself writing about me.

I was able to write about my daily experiences, express my personal morals and beliefs,

and expose my writing to my own personal opinions. And if there is anything that I can

walk away from junior year with, is that I can not write anything without using "I" or

"my." But I can also walk into my senior year knowing that it is okay to express my

beliefs through a paper; these beliefs express who the writer is and how their identity is

able shine through. I developed a voice this year creating an identity, like the characters

in the three books we read. I explained what identity is through my research paper. And

I expressed identity through my opinionated work. Identity is the key to what makes

writing our own, what helped us grow as writers, and develop what we needed in this

regents coarse English class.

In past English courses I have taken in Brewster High School l was told what to

write and how to write it. But this year I feel we have had more of a say on how we

express the task. As we were giving each assignment I found the common theme identity

run through each page, and that identity was found running through my writing. Full of

opinions and disagreements, and each word was my own. My own identity was pouring

out of each piece I wrote, expressing how I was feeling, even if it wasn't meant to be like

that. I found it the easiest to do, to incorporate myself intq the situation to make the essay

sound more persuasive. Like my essay Vanity on the Rise about narcissism. The article

made me angry. I didn't believe in anything it was saying. It said all teenagers were

egotistical; stereotyping and categorizing these kids as something bad while not all are. I

completely hisagreed with the piece and it showed in how I wrote and set up the essay.

The reader could understand where I stood in the argument and where I was going with it

through my writing. I expressed how I felt on paper. Identity was expressed, my identity

was expressed. I was not writing about myself but I was expressing my opinion and

showing myself who I am through writing.

That was the real writing skill I learned this year, expression. i learned all the

boring similes and anaphora's but what I found most helpful was to iearn how to show



who I am through writing with out writing about myself. I could express who I am in a

paper by just including my own personal opinion about an article or a person. It helped

me not only write a paper but also find who I am and where I stand when I'm talking

about something. As one grows we leam things about ourselves. In each novel we read

this year they all have had a focus on finding their identities. They were all searching for

themselves but interestingly enough each never exactly finished their joumey. They were

all in the process of growing and learning who they are. As I write I find out more and

more about myself. What I believe in, what bothers me the most, what influences me.

All these aspects are important in writing a paper, and finding who you a.re as a writer. I

am very opinionated and I always like to get my point across.

And as I write these papers I see myself grow. Not just as a writer, but as a

student. I have learned to express my self, to show my identity and who I really am. I

was conformed to structure and facts and backing statements up with quotes and parts of

books when I had the easiest source of information, myself. I just had to turn to what I

thought to write a good paper. My grade did not change much throughout the year but

that was because from the start this regent's level class focused on the writer. Not all the

little points a writer has to worry about like logos pathos and ethos. Yes they helped and

they were mentioned but they were not fully developed until you put yourself into the

paper. I found myself writer the paper; not the book or the article or the teachers notes on

the board, I was in the paper expressing how I felt and I feel like my growth has grown to

a new level because of it.

The future only brings more explanation. As you write you grow and as you grow

you create and as you create you find yourself. I have found an opinion, a voice through

writing my essays even through things that don't have voice at all. A research paper is

based on research, facts, analysis, but opinion is what I found the strongest. My voice

will carry me through senior year, and tluough the rest of my life. Rhetoric skills mite

help through college but an opinion will bring you everywhere.

So I learned how to write about myself this year. I leamed how to use "I" and

"my" in my papers. I learned how to persuade and how to opinionate. I learned how to

write this year in English 1lR. I will walk away with ayear fullof papers in my writing



folder, but I'm also walking away with a folder of ethics and beliefs and values. I'rn

walking into a new grade with a more developed identity.
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